
INTRODUCING

THE K9000®  

THE K9000 V2.O

Improved Full membrain 

floor coating

4th generation high volume 

hair filtration

Same high quality 304 

aircraft grade stainless steel 

frame backed by a  

10 year structural warranty

Optional instantaneous hot 

water unit

New decals including full 

side panel

Security door switch alarm 

output

High security

MDB Credit Card (no tool  

plug + play)

Soft touch customer interface 10 

function (additional rinse buttons)

New internal improvements

- New series pumps

- New flow sensor

All new K9000® ECU Easy to read 

display w/functions and time 

remaining

Automated wash tub Illumination

SAME  
BULLETPROOF 

CONSTRUCTION, 
UPDATED TECH  

TO MATCH!

Flash loves his K9000 bath! Check 
out his instagram to see him getting 
a post beach scrub!   
@hisnameisflash_hernameiscoco 

USA Headquarters
Tru Blu K9000 Dog Wash, LLC
4305 Oleander Drive,
Wilmington 
NC 28403
Ph. 434 878 258 1 (434 TRU BLU1)
k9000dogwash.com

US MODEL - BUILT TO U.S.A STANDARDS



THE FIRST K9000® 
DOG WASH WAS 
INSTALLED  
IN REGIONAL 
AUSTRALIA  
IN 2005. 
This was, and still is, a great success 
at providing dog owners with the 
best most convenient way to wash 
their dogs on a regular basis.  
The ever popular K9000® has 
become the household name for 
DIY dog wash with over 1400 
installations across the globe and 
over 2.5 million dogs washed 
in a K9000® last year alone.

This kind of success is not by 
chance. The K9000® was created 
extremely well from the get go, with 
an amazingly solid design and has 
enjoyed the best possible reputation 
for functional reliability. We love 
what we build! We have seen 
design improvements over the years 
but it was time for us, as the market 
leader, to lever off 13 years  
of success and look to the future.

The K9000® 2.0 has been engineered 
with the same philosophy we have 
always had - build it to last - keep 
it simple and deliver value, 
while creating the perfect synergy of 
sophistication and technology.

At first glance the K9000® 2.0 is not 
all that different to the original, until 
you scratch below the surface and 
you will see that it is loaded with 
features that have been cleverly 
engineered in the simplest way.

A STAND OUT BRAND K9000® 2.O TOUCH PAD
FEATURE PACKED OUR UPDATED

+ 30 SECS PAUSE DURING CYCLE

+ FREE DISINFECTANT AFTER CYCLE

+ TOP UP AND BONUS TIME

+ CUSTOM PROGRAMMING 

+ IN DEPTH AUDITING

+ MDB PAYMENT PLATFORM

+ EXTRA RINSE CYCLE

Cooper is nine years-young and loves everything in life - 
especially the beach! Here he is in his best super hero pose. 
Just missing the cape! Barb Kirby (Outback Australia).

Eva and Alana from country Victoria  
- long time users of the K9000®.

DOGS IN
A M E R I C A

MILLION PET CARE INDUSTRY 
IN AMERICA 
=66.75 BILLIONpa

$$$
K9000s HAVE EVER 
BEEN REPLACED

THE K9000® 
v2.O NOW 

COMES WITH 
A HIGHLY 

FLEXIBLE ECU

THE K9000® 2.0 
IS CONTROLLED 
BY AN ALL NEW 
DEDICATED  
K9000® ECU  
(Electronic Control Unit) which 
includes multiple new features. 
From the new soft touch customer 
interface, through to full tracking 
of the cycle, which can be broken 
down with full comprehensive 
auditing. 

There are new security features 
along with a practical LED wash 
tub light that illuminates for the 
wash cycle and turns on at night, 
increasing visual impact. We 
understand the changing demand 
for all types of cashless payments, 
which led to the adoption of 
the global standard MDB 
communication. This allows  
for the simplest fitment of the  
most modern payment systems 
available and gives full  
flexibility of price settings 
and top up payments. 

The K9000® ECU can also export 
data via global standard DEX 
communication which will enable 
greater control for the owner.

The K9000® ECU is a flexible 
platform which allows for ‘’Custom 
Programming” for unique 
applications, all which can be quickly 
uploaded via an SD card. This new 
platform is the perfect synergy 
between technology and practical 
application. 

Clever engineering has allowed 
for full monitoring without the 
complication of multiple sensors. 
The K9000® 2.0 is sophisticated  
and delivers many useful features 
that can add value, including 
free disinfect and bonus time.  
We offer no gimmicks or side 
shows just more of the same 
pride & professionalism 
that has driven 13 
years of dog wash 
success.

SUPPORTED BY
A NATION WIDE

SERVICE 
NETWORK


